
“I prefer drawing to talking. 
Drawing is faster, and leaves less room for lies.”
(Le Corbusier)
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Model scale 1:50

Set at the Royal Opera House, Edoardo’s 
design aims to investigate architecture, scene 
change and moving planes combined with music 
dynamism. By emphasizing the relationships 
between man’s world and wild world, youth 
and old age, this collaboration with Opera 
Director Daniel Slater led to a concept for a 
flexible structure sliding on trucks among a 
natural world made of lights and projections. 

Opera Design

The cunning little vixen
by Leoš Janáček01









Performed at Circomedia in Bristol, the play’s main 
themes are the women’s suffrage achievements 
in 1913 and the consequential impact this had on 
later generations. With a specific attention for 
period costume accuracy, Edoardo’s design 
combines Director Sarah Bedi’s and Set Desi-
gner Benjamin Thapa’s visions of a contempo-
rary Metha-Theatre piece with the author’s gender 
discrimination topics in the Edwardian era. The high 
dynamism included in Her naked skin performance 
set up the rules for a mostly flexible costume design in 
order to facilitate actors’ role change on and off stage.
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Costume Design

Her naked skin
by Rebecca Lenkiewicz









Model scale 1:25

Responding to the architecture of the Weston 
Studio space at the Bristol Old Vic, in collabo-
ration with Director Andrew Hilton, Edoardo 
designed a set of Mediterranean inspiration that 
could give the audience an immersive feeling 
within the performance space. From the large 
thrust floor defining the main performing area, 
to the muslin drape on a pulley system, the overall 
design responds to quick transitions in the play 
by providing actors with a simple space to move 
in and change the space with lighting and  props. 
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Set Design

Pericles prince of Tyre
by William Shakespeare











Written in 1913, the three acts play aims to 
underline the rigidity of social conventions in 
Edwardian era and the double-sided “morality” of 
society. Designed in collaboration with Director 
Richard Beecham and set at Bristol Old Vic. 
The set shows an oppressive  library in Richard 
Shannon’s house as a metaphor for self 
imprisonment. The set creates a cage, which is 
a three-sided structure filled with books. In act 
three this space opens upstage to reveal Jessica’s 
space surrounded by the darkness of backstage 
void. This abstract final image creates an island 
of the room on a carpet which tracks downstage.
Finally, the back wall suddenly shuts as representa-
tive of real freedom denied by society.
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Theatre Design

A man and some women
by Githa Sowerby

Model scale 1:25






